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From the Desk of the Principal 
 

Durgapur Government College, established in 1969 in the industrial city of Durgapur, has 

served for more than five decades as an ideal platform to channelize the creative impulses of young 

minds and transform them into value oriented, progressive and dutiful citizens. We believe in 

lending expression to the thoughts and views of our students through experiential learning in a 

serene manner and leave no stone unturned in offering multitudes of opportunities to our students, 

which is important in this fast-paced world. Our pedagogy is a holistic, inclusive and comprehensive 

one intended to nurture our students as responsible representatives of the society. The 

accountability of the institution has been assessed and accredited by the National Assessment and 

Accreditation Council with "A" Grade. 
 

The modern education system is presently in a state of flux and gradually orienting towards 

an outcome based one. We have a dedicated team of teachers who display boundless energy and 

intense commitment in imparting quality education, promoting critical thinking and problem-

solving skills, providing career counseling, cultivating moral values and motivating students to 

build confidence and strengthen the belief of team work among them. Departments of the college 

regularly organize seminars and webinars with a view to develop the lifelong graduate 

attributes of students. We have acquired funds for infrastructural improvement from the 

Department of Higher Education, Government   of   West   Bengal, Asansol   Durgapur   Development   

Authority, and   Rashtriya Ucchatara Sikshya Abhiyaan to keep pace with the challenges of learning 

outcome-based education system and are constantly striving to make our students familiar with 

the latest advances in technology.    In the present pandemic situation, we have kept in touch with 

our students through online education beyond the boundaries of time, space and distance. Our 

sincere efforts have produced brilliant graduates who have  been placed for higher studies in 

IITs, IISER, NIT, Banaras Hindu University, Delhi University, University of Calcutta, The University 

of Burdwan, Kazi Nazrul University and other institutes of national repute. 
 

Our institution has instilled the idea of social welfare among students through the two NSS 

units. We have also trained our students for Armed forces through the NCC Units. We provide a 

conducive teaching and learning atmosphere though various support services such as Anti Ragging 

Committee and Squad, Internal Complaints Committee, Grievance Redressal Committee and Equal 

Opportunity Cell following the Government guidelines. We provide all kinds of assistance for the 

student scholarship schemes in line with the objectives of the Government of West Bengal to fulfill 

the dreams of higher education of all students. The institution will also provide hostel facilities, 

which are presently on the verge of completion. 
 

We have a sincere Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) as a nodal agency to promote 

quality culture and coordinate the institutionalization of all quality- related activities. 
 

To conclude with the famous quote, "Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is 

progress and working together is success".  I would like to record my thanks to the students, 

teachers, alumni, guardians, non-teaching staff, local administration, the Department of Higher 

Education, Government of West Bengal, Kazi Nazrul University, Asansol and all contributors to the 

glorious past and present of Durgapur Government College for their all-out cooperation in our 

continually progressive successful educational journey. 

                       Dr. Debnath Palit
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Our College 

The foundation stone of Durgapur Government College was laid, by Shri Dharma Vira, the 

then Governor of West Bengal, on January 22, 1969 as the follow-up of an effort to set up a co-

educational government-funded institution of higher education at the gradually emerging 

industrial town of Durgapur. In 1969, the College, besides being the first institution of its kind 

in the town, was the only Government College not only in the home district of Burdwan (now 

officially known as Paschim Bardhaman), but also in the neighbouring districts of Bankura, 

Purulia and Birbhum. The institution presently continues its singularity in being the sole public 

funded college in Durgapur.  

 The academic journey of Durgapur Government College started on September 15, 1970, in 

the academic session 1970-71 with B.A. Honours courses in six subjects: English, Economics, 

History, Political Science, Philosophy, and Sanskrit. Bengali was offered as a subject in the B.A. 

Pass course. Although the College initially offered Humanities courses, it gradually expanded 

its horizon through the introduction of subjects in demand and now offers quality education in 

Humanities, Science and Commerce streams. Presently, the college offers undergraduate 

Honours and Program courses in 14 subjects of Humanities, Science and Commerce streams 

and post-graduate courses in three Science subjects, namely Chemistry, Conservation Biology 

and Geology. The Department of Conservation Biology is one of its kind in eastern India while 

the Department of Geology is among the very few departments to offer the subject in West 

Bengal. The college has also recently received the approval of the University to offer Ph.D. 

programme in Conservation Biology. The institution was affiliated to The University of 

Burdwan since its inception till June 23, 2015 and subsequently to the newly set up Kazi Nazrul 

University (KNU), Asansol since June 24, 2015 by Government order.      

 In the academic session, 2016-17, the affiliating University (Kazi Nazrul University) 

implemented the Choice Based Credit System (CBCS) for all courses as per UGC 

recommendations. In accordance with outcome-based education, KNU has also introduced the 

Learning Outcome-based Curriculum Framework (LOCF) within the CBCS from the 2020-2021 

academic session.  

 The institution envisions cultivating students with the best education possible, instilling 

values to go forth into the world as good human beings, equipped to meet the challenges of the 

world outside the campus walls. Though Durgapur houses a number of government-aided and 

private colleges at present, Durgapur Government College continues to function as the only 

public-funded institution in Durgapur offering degrees primarily at the undergraduate level at 

nominal tuition fees, with an aim to include and empower students from various categories of 

society and from remote rural areas.  

 Cultivating the sense of discipline and dedication in addition to the intellectual, moral and 

cultural development of the students is the overall mission of Durgapur Government College. 

Dedicated faculty members try their best to help students to keep in sync with the competitive 

world by providing quality higher education to ensure their smooth absorption into the 

subsequent phases of life. The focus is on overall personality and skill development in a healthy 

academic atmosphere inside classrooms and on campus. A lot of thought goes in organizing 

activities for cohesion among staff and students hailing from diverse socio-cultural and 

economic background. 

 Durgapur Government College was accredited by the National Assessment and 

Accreditation Council (NAAC) with "A" Grade in 2017. More than 50 students have passed 
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Joint Admission Test for M.Sc. (JAM) examinations with all India ranks in the last three years 

and our students have been placed for higher studies in IITs, IISER and other institutes of 

national repute. Our students have also shown outstanding performances in district, state and 

national sports tournaments and students of our NCC unit have been placed in the armed 

forces. 

 Presently, the education sector is one of the worst affected segments due to COVID-19 and 

online platforms have consequently assimilated into the mainstream dialogue of content 

delivery and evaluation. In the present pandemic situation, our institution has sincerely 

delivered the curricular aspects through online mode and also organized webinars focussed on 

the advanced subject knowledge and interpersonal skills thereby achieving the cognitive and 

non-cognitive learning outcomes. We have also worked to improve the technological 

competence of our students through soft skill training webinars and expert lectures on career 

prospects organized by the Career Counselling and Placement Cell. Our students have also 

participated in online cultural programs to celebrate important occasions and we have also 

organized training programme and webinar on "Yoga" for our students, faculty members and 

staff. Our students have also worked sincerely through the National Service Scheme (NSS) for 

social welfare in the present pandemic situation.  

 The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) designs the effective mechanism to promote 

conscious, consistent and catalytic action plans for the improvement of the academic and 

administrative performance of the institution. We provide support and guidance to our 

students through different support services as follows: 

• Ragging-free campus: The Anti-ragging Committee along with Anti-ragging Squad of the 

college ensures zero tolerance to ragging in the college campus and organizes awareness 

campaigns. 

• Nominal fee structure: The college, directly governed by the Higher Education 

Department and the Education Directorate, Government of the West Bengal, offers UG 

and PG degrees at a nominal fee structure.  

• Scholarships for students: The institution provides all sorts of assistance to students to 

apply for different Government Scholarship Schemes. 

• Career Counselling and Placement Cell: We help the students to become leaders in their 

careers and communities by preparing themselves for lifelong professional success with 

a sense of confidence, optimism and happiness. The cell organizes department specific 

lectures on career prospects by renowned academicians and also focuses on the skill 

development of students.   

• Internal Complaints Committee: This committee organizes programmes on gender 

sensitization, conducts campaigns and workshops among students to make them aware 

of the evils of gender discrimination and the ways to alleviate them so as to create a 

balanced and equitable working environment for all. 

• COVID-19 Grievance Redressal Cell: Keeping in view the present pandemic situation, 

the COVID-19 Grievance Redressal Cell was constituted in 2020 to look after the student 

grievances related to examinations and other academic activities of the college during 

COVID-19 Pandemic. 

• Grievance Redressal Cell: The Cell addresses the grievances of all stakeholders of this 

institution. 
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UG (CBCS) Regulation of Kazi Nazrul University 
Regulations relating to UG Courses of Studies and Examinations 

 

Courses of Study 
 There shall be two courses of study leading to B.A./B.Sc./B.Com.; each course of study shall 

be of six semester duration. One of these courses shall be termed as “Honours Course” and the 

other as “Program Course”. 

The admission to UG Degree Courses of study, Honours and Program, will be governed by the 

guidelines of the University and the Higher Education Department of Government of West 

Bengal as and when framed. 

A Candidate shall be allowed to pursue any one of the Undergraduate Degree courses of the 

University (not more than one) at a time. 

 

Types of Courses, Distribution of Courses and Credits: 
Under the two Courses of Study, Honours Course and Program Course, there shall be different 

types of courses. 

A) Core Course (CC): A course, which should compulsorily be studied by a candidate 

admitted to a discipline under a course of study as a core requirement of the discipline, is termed as 

a Core course. For Honours Course there shall be 14 Core Courses and for Program Courses, there 

shall be 8 (Eight) Core Courses under Arts and Commerce faculty and 12 (Twelve) Core Courses 

under Science Faculty.  

B) Elective Course: Generally, a course which can be chosen from a pool of courses and 

which is very specific or specialized or advanced or supportive to the discipline a student is 

admitted to or which provides an exposure to some other discipline or nurtures the candidate’s 

proficiency, is called an Elective Course. 

Discipline Specific Elective (DSE) Course: An Elective course offered by a discipline is referred to 

as Discipline Specific Elective course. For Honours Courses of Study and Program Courses of Study, 

4 (Four) DSE courses are to be taken except the Program Courses of Study under Science Faculty 

where 6 (Six) DSE courses are to be taken out of a pool given for the different semester Courses. 

Further, DSE may include an elective course designed to acquire special/advanced knowledge, such 

as supplement study/support study to a project work and a candidate can study such a course on 

his or her own with an advisory support by a teacher/faculty member. Such a course is called 

dissertation/project. 

Generic Elective (GE) Course: An elective course chosen generally from a discipline other than 

the main discipline, i.e., interdisciplinary in nature, with an intention to seek exposure is called a 

Generic Elective. For Honours Courses, 4 Generic Elective Courses are to be taken out of a pool 

created for this purpose. For Program Courses, 2 (Two) Generic Elective courses (for B.A. and 

B.Com.) are to be taken out of a pool created for this purpose. A core course offered in a discipline 

may be treated as an elective by other discipline/subject and vice versa and such elective course 

may also be referred to as Generic Elective. 
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C) Ability Enhancement Courses (AEC): AEC are the courses which are based on the 

content that leads to knowledge enhancement and personality development of the students. 

AEC Elective: 

a. Environmental Studies (ENVS) 

b. English/ MIL 

These are mandatory for both Honours and Program Courses of Studies. These courses will 
generally be of 2 credits except environmental studies which is of 4 credits. 

AEC Core: 

AEC Core Courses are meant only for B.A. and B.Com. Courses of Study. These courses will 
generally be of 6 Credits. 

a. English 

b. Bengali/ Hindi/Urdu/Alternative English 

D) Skill Enhancement Courses (SEC): For the purpose of skill enhancement of a student 

with respect to his/her selected discipline and to widen the job opportunity in the global market 

Skill Enhancement Courses are introduced. 

A minimum of 2 Skill Enhancement Courses for Honours Courses of Study and 4 Skill Enhancement 
Courses for Program Courses of Study are to be taken. These courses may be chosen from a pool of 
courses designed to provide value-based and/or skill-based knowledge and should contain both 
theory and lab/hands-on-training/field work. The main purpose of these courses is to provide 
students life-skills in hands-on mode so as to increase their employability. 
Honours Course of Study has to pursue 142 credits in six semesters and similarly a student of 

Program Course has to complete 122 credits. The distribution of courses in different components 

for both Honours and Program courses of studies are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Distribution of Courses in B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours/Program) 
  

Course Components B.Sc. B.A./B.Com. 

 Honours Program Honours Program 

Core Course (CC) 14 12 14 8 

Ability Enhancement Core Courses 
(AEC) [Core] 

- - - 4 

Discipline Specific Elective Course (DSE) 4 6 4 4 

Generic Elective Course (GE) 4 - 4 2 
Ability Enhancement Course 
(AEC)[Elective] 

2 2 2 2 

Skill Enhancement Courses (SEC) 2 4 2 4 

Total 26 24 26 24 
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University related fees* 
The University related fees (Registration Fee, Sports Fee, Enrolment Fee, Examination Fee, 
Post-publication Review Fee, Backlog Examination Fee) for the students of U.G. 

(Honours/Program) Course of studies B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. for the academic session 2021- 22 
are as follows: 
 

Fees Details Tentative duration of Payment Amount 
(Rs.) 

Registration Fee [One Time] Within one month after 
admission ends 

500 

Sports Fee [One Time] Within one month after 
admission ends 

200 

Academic Enrolment Fee 
(per course in each semester) 

After one month of Class 
commencement of any semester 

100 

Examination Fee [Regular 
Candidate] 
(per course in each semester) 

Before one month of Class 
completion 

100 

Post Publication Review Fee  
(per course) 

After the Result Publication and 
Notification from University 

200 

Examination fee  
(per Backlog Course) 

After the Result Publication and 
Notification from University 

200 

Late Fee  
(In all Cases)  

Applicable as per the notification 
from the University 

500 

(vide notification no. KNU/R/UG-Adm-Notice /1016/21 dated 16/07/2021 issued by the 
Registrar, KNU) 

* These fees will be collected by the Kazi Nazrul University in due time. 

Eligibility to appear in the examination 
A candidate shall be eligible for appearing at any of the Semesters of Undergraduate 

Examination, fulfilling the following two essential conditions: 

• Minimum 75% attendance of the classes held. 

• Submission of stipulated fees as prescribed by the University 

In case of non-fulfilment of the first condition mentioned above the candidate is to take 
readmission in the subsequent year. 
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Courses Offered 

 
A. Under Graduate Level 

ARTS 

(B. A. Three Year 
Degree Course) 

Subject Honours Program Semester 

Bengali √ √ 6 

English √ √ 6 

History √ √ 6 

Philosophy √ √ 6 

Political Science √ √ 6 

Sanskrit √ √ 6 

 

SCIENCE 

(B. Sc. Three Year 
Degree Course) 

Subject Honours Program Semester 

Botany √ √ 6 

Chemistry √ √ 6 

Economics √ √ 6 

Geology √ X 6 

Mathematics √ √ 6 

Physics √ √ 6 
 

Zoology √ √ 6 

 

Commerce 

(B. Com. Three Year 
Degree Course) 

Subject Honours Program Semester 

Accounting √ √ 6 

 

N.B.: 

1. Classes for B.A. and B.Sc. Honours and Program Courses are held in the day section (10:00 
AM to 5:00 PM) 

2. Classes for B.Com. Honours and Program Courses are held in the morning section (7:00 
AM to 11:00 AM) 

 

B. Post Graduate Level 

M.Sc. in Chemistry, Geology and Conservation Biology (Duration: 2 years in CBCS system) 
 
For admission related information and updates regarding Post Graduate Courses in the 
above mentioned subjects of our College, interested aspirants are requested to kindly follow 
Kazi Nazrul University website regularly after publication of their U.G. Final Semester / 
Year result. The admission process for the same is conducted centrally and solely by the 
University. 
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Eligibility Criteria for UG Admission 2021 
 

Course MINIMUM ELIGIBILITY 
AGGREGATE CONCERNED SUBJECT(S) 

B.A. Honours in Bengali 50% 55% in Bengali   

B.A. Program in Bengali 40% 45% in Bengali   

B.A. Honours in English  50% 55% in English   

B.A. Program in English 40% 45% in English   

B.A. Honours in History  50% 55% in History   

B.A. Program in History 40% 45% in History   

B.A. Honours in Philosophy 50% 55% in Philosophy   

B.A. Program in Philosophy 40% 45% in Philosophy   

B.A. Honours in Political Science 50% 55% in Political Science 

B.A. Program in Political Science 40% 45% in Political Science 

B.A. Honours in Sanskrit 50% 55% in Sanskrit   

B.A. Program in Sanskrit 40% 45% in Sanskrit   

B.Com. Honours (Accounting) 55% 60% in Accountancy/Mathematics/BusinessMathematics 

B.Com. Program (Accounting) 40% 45% in Accountancy/Mathematics/BusinessMathematics 

B.Sc. Honours in Botany 55% 60% in Biology, 40% in Chemistry 

B.Sc. Program in Botany 40% 45% in Biology, 40% in Chemistry 

B.Sc. Honours in Chemistry 55% 60% in Chemistry, 40% in Mathematics &Physics 

B.Sc. Program in Chemistry 40% 45% in Chemistry 

B.Sc. Honours in Economics 50% 55% in Economics/ Mathematics/ Statistics/ Business Economics including 
Business Mathematics/Accountancy / Business Studies/ Commerce / Costing 
and Taxation / Entrepreneurship / Physics / Chemistry* 

B.Sc. Program in Economics 40% 45% in Economics/ Mathematics/ Statistics/ Business Economics including 
Business Mathematics/Accountancy / Business Studies/ Commerce / Costing 
and Taxation / Entrepreneurship / Physics / Chemistry* 

B.Sc. Honours in Geology 60% Combination of Mathematics, Physics & Chemistry in HS or equivalent; 
65% in Mathematics; 40% in Physics & Chemistry 

B.Sc. Honours in Mathematics 55% 60% in Mathematics 

B.Sc. Program in Mathematics 40% 45% in Mathematics 

B.Sc. Honours in Physics 55% 60% in Physics & 50% in Mathematics 

B.Sc. Program in Physics 40% 45% in Physics & 40% in Mathematics 

B.Sc. Honours in Zoology 55% 60% in Biology, 40% in Chemistry 

B.Sc. Program in Zoology 40% 45% in Biology, 40% in Chemistry 

*At the time of preparing the merit list preference will be given to those candidates who have studied 
Economics/Statistics/Mathematics/Business Economics including Business Mathematics at 10+2 level. Remaining seats will be 
filled up from candidates who have studied other subject except those mentioned above. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• The minimum eligibility criteria mentioned above is for the candidates without reservation in 
caste/tribe/class. 

• The college will strictly follow the Government Order No. 07-Edn (u)/1U-89/13-dated, 2nd January, 2014 
of the Higher Education Department, Government of West Bengal, published through the Kolkata 
Gazette, dated 03.01.2014 for the purpose of determination of minimum eligibility criteria for 
candidates with reservation in caste/tribe/class (SC/ST/OBC). 

• For candidates with reservation in caste/tribe/class (SC/ST/OBC) the percentages mentioned in the 
above table will be modified as per the following table. 

Course Type Candidates without reservation in caste/tribe/class SC/ST OBC 

Honours 65% 49% 59% 

Honours 60% 45% 54% 

Honours 55% 45% 50% 

Honours 50% 45% 45% 

Honours 40% 40% 40% 

Program 45% 40% 41% 

Program 40% 40% 40% 
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Category wise Intake Capacity* 
 

Course Name 

Category wise Intake Capacity 

GENERAL SC ST OBC-A OBC-B TOTAL 

(22%) (6%) (10%) (7%) 

B.A. Honours in Bengali 31 (2) 12 (1) 4 (0) 6 (0) 4 (0) 60 
B.A. Honours in English 31 (2) 12 (1) 4 (0) 6 (0) 4 (0) 60 
B.A. Honours in History 26 (1) 10 (1) 3 (0) 5 (0) 4 (0) 50 
B.A. Honours in Philosophy 21 (1) 9 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 3 (0) 40 
B.A. Honours in Political Science 31 (2) 12 (1) 4 (0) 6 (0) 4 (0) 60 
B.A. Honours in Sanskrit 31 (2) 12 (1) 4 (0) 6 (0) 4 (0) 60 
B.A. Program in Bengali 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.A. Program in English 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.A. Program in History 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.A. Program in Philosophy 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.A. Program in Political Science 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.A. Program in Sanskrit 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 

B.Com. Honours (Accounting) 52 (3) 21 (1) 6 (0) 9 (1) 7 (0) 100 
B.Com. Program (Accounting) 31 (2) 12 (1) 4 (0) 6 (0) 4 (0) 60 

B.Sc. Honours in Botany 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Honours in Chemistry 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Honours in Economics 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.Sc. Honours in Geology 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.Sc. Honours in Mathematics 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.Sc. Honours in Physics 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.Sc. Honours in Zoology 18 (1) 8 (0) 2 (0) 4 (0) 2 (0) 35 
B.Sc. Program in Botany 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Program in Chemistry 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Program in Economics 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Program in Mathematics 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Program in Physics 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 
B.Sc. Program in Zoology 15 (1) 7 (0) 2 (0) 3 (0) 2 (0) 30 

*vide Ref. No: KNU/R/UG-Adm-Notice/1016/21, dt. 16.07.2021(Encl-2) of the Office of the Registrar, KNU  
 

Note: 

1) The Figures in the First Bracket represent the seats reserved for Differently Abled (DA) candidates in that 
particular category. (vide GO No.1084(20)-EDN (U)/EH/1U-89/13 Dated, Kolkata, the 07th December, 2018) 

2) If seat for DA category remains vacant it will be converted to that particular category. 
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Merit Index Calculation 
Calculation of Merit Aggregate: 

➢ ‘Aggregate of Marks’ will be calculated by summing up the marks of Best Four (4) Subjects (One 

Language Subject + Any Three Elective Subjects in which a candidate has secured highest marks), 

excluding compulsory Environment Studies or Environmental Science or Environment Education. 

However, Environment Studies & Environmental Science may be taken into account for the 

calculation of Aggregate of Marks, if it is an Elective Subject of 100 marks. 

➢ ‘Merit Aggregate’ will represent the percentage of ‘Aggregate of Marks’ as calculated above. 

 

Merit Index Calculation of Honours & Program Courses for Different 
Subjects: 

“Marks” in a subject means percentage of marks secured in each subject mentioned at the 10+2 

level Board/Council examination. 

 

SUBJECT MERIT INDEX 

Bengali Merit Aggregate + Marks in Bengali 

English Merit Aggregate + Marks in English 

History Merit Aggregate + Marks in History 

Philosophy Merit Aggregate + Marks in Philosophy 

Political Science Merit Aggregate + Marks in Political Science 

Sanskrit Merit Aggregate + Marks in Sanskrit 

Commerce(Accounting) Merit Aggregate + Marks in Accountancy /Mathematics / Business Mathematics 

Botany Merit Aggregate +Marks in (Biology + Chemistry) 

Chemistry Merit Aggregate + Marks in Chemistry 

Economics 
Merit Aggregate + Marks in Economics/ Mathematics/Business Economics including 
Business Mathematics/Statistics/ Accountancy / Business Studies/Commerce/ 
Costing and Taxation / Entrepreneurship / Physics / Chemistry 

Geology Merit Aggregate + Marks in (Mathematics + Chemistry + Physics) 

Mathematics Merit Aggregate + Marks in Mathematics 

Physics Merit Aggregate + Marks in (Physics + Mathematics) 

Zoology Merit Aggregate + Marks in (Biology + Chemistry) 

 
➢ 6%, 4% and 2% of the Merit Index will be deducted in case of the candidates passing in 2018, 

2019 and 2020 respectively. 
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Subject Combinations for UG Courses 
Numbers in parenthesis are seat capacity in each subject 

 
Subject Combinations for B.A. Courses 

Course 
Generic for Honours Course 

 

Course 
Elective for Program Course 

Semester I to IV Semester I to VI 

Bengali 
Honours 

English (12) 

Bengali 
Program 

History (9) 
Sanskrit (12) Philosophy (9) 
History (12) Political Science (9) 

Philosophy (12) Physical Education (8) 
Political Science (12) - 

English 
Honours 

Bengali (12) 

English 
Program 

History (9) 
Sanskrit (12) Philosophy (9) 
History (12) Political Science (9) 

Philosophy (12) Physical Education (8) 
Political Science (12) - 

Sanskrit 
Honours 

Bengali (12) 

Sanskrit 
Program 

History (9) 
English (12) Philosophy (9) 
History (12) Political Science (9) 

Philosophy (12) Physical Education (8) 
Political Science (12) - 

History 
Honours 

Bengali (12) 

History 
Program 

Bengali (9) 
English (12) English (9) 
Sanskrit (12) Sanskrit (9) 

Philosophy (12) Physical Education (8) 
Political Science (12) - 

Philosophy 
Honours 

Bengali (12) 

Philosophy 
Program 

Bengali (9) 
English (12) English (9) 
Sanskrit (12) Sanskrit (9) 
History (12) Physical Education (8) 

Political Science (12) - 

Political 
Science 

Honours 

Bengali (12) 

Political 
Science 

Program 

Bengali (9) 
English (12) English (9) 
Sanskrit (12) Sanskrit (9) 
History (12) Physical Education (8) 

Philosophy (12) - 
 

 

 
 

Subject Combinations for B.Com. Courses 

Course 
Generic for Honours Course 

 

Course 
Elective for Program Course 

Semester I to IV Semester I to VI 

B.Com. 
Honours 

(Accounting) 
Finance (100) 

B.Com. 
Program 

(Accounting) 
Finance (60) 

 

 

 

• B.A. and B.Com. Program students have to study one Modern Indian Language 

(MIL) [Options available: Bengali/English] to be opted during admission. 

• B.Com. Program students who will opt for Bengali as MIL, have to attend the 

MIL class during day section (10:00 AM to 5:00 PM). 
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Subject Combinations for B.Sc. Courses 

Course 
Generic for Honours Course 

 

Course 
Elective for Program Course 

Sem I Sem II Sem III Sem IV Semester I to VI 
Botany 

Honours Chemistry (30) Zoology (30) 
Botany 

Program 
Zoology & Chemistry (30) 

Chemistry 
Honours 

Mathematics 
(30) 

Physics (30) 
Chemistry 
Program 

Mathematics & Physics (15) 
Botany & Zoology (15) 

Mathematics 
Honours Physics (35) Chemistry (35) 

Mathematics 
Program 

Physics & Chemistry (20) 
Physics & Economics (10) 

Physics 
Honours 

Mathematics 
(35) 

Chemistry (35) 
Physics 

Program 
Mathematics & Chemistry (20) 
Mathematics &Economics(10) 

Zoology 
Honours Chemistry (35) Botany (35) 

Zoology 
Program 

Botany & Chemistry (30) 

Economics 
Honours 

Mathematics 
(35) 

History (11) 

Economics 
Program 

Mathematics & History (10) 

Philosophy (12) 
Mathematics & Philosophy 

(10) 

Political Science (12) 
Mathematics & Political 

Science(10) 

Geology 
Honours 

Mathematics 
(35) 

Chemistry 
(35) 

Physics 
(35) 

 

 
The subject combinations of B.A., B.Com. and B.Sc. Courses will be offered through the 
online portal on a first come first serve basis.
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Rules & Regulations for UG Admission 2021 
 

➢ Candidates who have passed 10+2 or equivalent Examination with 5 subjects from any Recognised 
Board/Council (as specified by Kazi Nazrul University, Asansol) in the year 2021, 2020, 2019 & 2018 
are eligible to apply. Candidates who have passed the Higher Secondary (10+2) Vocational 
examination conducted by the West Bengal State Council of Vocational Education and Training shall 
be eligible to seek admission only to the Program courses of studies. (University Notification No: - 
KNU/R/UG-Adm-Notice/1016/21 dated 16/07/2021). 

➢ যেক োক ো স্বী ৃত য োর্ড/  োউন্সিল ( োজী  জরুল ন্স শ্বন্স দ্যোলয়  তৃড   উন্সিন্সিত) যেক   ২০২১, ২০২০, ২০১৯ ও ২০১৮ সোকল 
১০+২  ো তোর সমতুলয পরীক্ষোয় ৫ ন্সি ন্স ষয় ন্স কয় উত্তীর্ড ছোত্র/ছোত্রীরো আক দ্ক র যেোগ্য ন্সিসোক  ন্স ক ন্সিত িক । পন্সিম ঙ্গ রোজয 
 ৃন্সত্তমূল ন্সিক্ষো ও প্রন্সিক্ষর্  োউন্সিল  তৃড  গৃ্িীত উচ্চমোধ্যন্সম  (১০ + ২)  ৃন্সত্তমূল  পরীক্ষোয় উত্তীর্ড প্রোেডীরো শুধু্মোত্র যপ্রোগ্রোম 
য োকসড ভন্সতড িকত পোরক । ( ন্স শ্বন্স দ্যোলয় ন্স কদ্ডন্সি ো  ং- KNU/R/UG-Adm-Notice/1016/21 dated 16/07/2021). 
 

➢ Application is to be done in ONLINE MODE (vide GO No.-706–Edn(CS)/10M-95/14 dated 13/07/2021) 
only through dedicated Admission Portal available in the college website   
https://www.durgapurgovtcollege.ac.in. 

➢ আক দ্  োরীরো শুধু্মোত্র দু্গ্ডোপুর সর োন্সর মিোন্স দ্যোলকয়র ওকয় সোইি https://www.durgapurgovtcollege.ac.in এ প্রদ্ত্ত 
প্রক ন্সি ো যপোিডোলন্সির মোধ্যকমই অ লোইক  আক দ্   রকত পোরক । ( সর োন্সর ন্স কদ্ডন্সি ো  ং- 706–Edn(CS)/10M-95/14 
dated 13/07/2021) 
  

➢ Applicants must use their own/parents’/guardians’ MOBILE NO. & EMAIL ID for Registration in the 
Admission Portal as all further communication related to counselling and admission will be made 
through email & mobile messaging. Change of Mobile Number and Email Address during the whole 
academic tenure with the college is not allowed without registering intimation through proper 
channel.  

➢ প্রক ন্সি ো যপোিডোকল ন্স  ন্ধী রকর্র জ য আক দ্  োরীক  অ িযই তোকদ্র ন্স কজর /ন্সপতো-মোতোর / অন্সভভো ক র যমো োইল  ম্বর 
এ ং ইকমল আইন্সর্  য িোর  রকত িক ।  োউকিন্সলং এ ং ভন্সতড সম্পন্স ডত পর তডী  েো তীয় তেয ইকমল এ ং যমো োইল  োতডোর 
মোধ্যকম পোঠোক ো িক । উপেুক্ত পদ্ধন্সতকত আক দ্  এ ং মিোন্স দ্যোলয়  তৃডপকক্ষর অ ুকমোদ্   যতীত, পঠ পোঠ  িলো োলী  
যমো োইল  ম্বর এ ং ইকমল আইন্সর্ পন্সর তড   রো েোক   ো। 
 

➢ If a candidate registers himself/herself with more than one Application ID using different Mobile 
Nos. & email IDs, then his/her application will be rejected for all the registered Application IDs of 
the candidate.  

➢ েন্সদ্ য োক ো প্রোেডী ন্স ন্সভন্ন যমো োইল  ম্বর এ ং ইকমল  য িোর  কর এ োন্সধ্  অযোন্সিক ি  আইন্সর্ ন্সদ্কয় ন্স কজক  ন্স  ন্সন্ধত  কর, 
তক  প্রোেডীর সমস্ত ন্স  ন্সন্ধত আক দ্   োন্সতল িকয় েোক । 
 

➢ Applicants must not come to the college campus physically for any reason during the admission 
process. Applicants can communicate through the email address dgpgovtcollege.admission@gmail.com 
for any query/information. 

➢ ভন্সতড প্রন্সিয়ো িলো োলী  য োক ো আক দ্  োরীক  য োক ো পন্সরন্সিন্সতকতই  কলকজ আসকত ন্স কষধ্  রো িকে, প্রকয়োজক  তোরো 
dgpgovtcollege.admission@gmail.com এই ইকমল আইন্সর্কত যেোগ্োকেোগ্  রকত পোরক । 
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➢ An applicant can apply for a maximum of 03 (three) Honours and 02 (two) Program courses of 

his/her choice following “Minimum Eligibility Criteria”. 
➢ এ জ  আক দ্  োরী " ূয তম যেোগ্যতোর মো দ্ণ্ড" অ ুসোকর তোর পছকের স ডোন্সধ্  ন্সত ন্সি (০৩) অ োসড এ ং দু্ইন্সি (০২) 

যপ্রোগ্রোম য োকসডর জ য আক দ্   রকত পোরক ।  
 

➢ No Application Fee is required for online application. 
➢ অ লোই  আক দ্ক র জ য আক দ্  োরীক  য োক ো িো ো জমো ন্সদ্কত িক   ো। 

 
➢ Admission Fees must be paid through online mode of the dedicated admission portal only using 

Debit Card/ Credit Card/ Net-Banking. 
➢ ভন্সতড ন্সি য  লমোত্র অ লোই  প্রক ন্সি ো যপোিডোকলর মোধ্যকম, যর্ন্স ি োর্ড/কিন্সর্ি োর্ড/ক ি- যোংন্স ং  য িোর  কর প্রদ্ো   রকত 

িক । 
 

➢ No Cash Transaction will be allowed at any stage for any kind of fee. 
➢ ন্সি জমো যদ্ওয়োর য োক ো পেডোকয় য োক ো  গ্দ্ যল কদ্ক র অ ুমন্সত যদ্ওয়ো িক   ো। 

 
➢ Bank charges for payment should be borne by the Applicant. 
➢ িো ো জমো যদ্ োর  যোং  িোজড আক দ্  োরীক ই  ি   রকত িক । 

 
➢ Scanned copies of all testimonials (Photo & Signature of the candidate, Marksheet of 10+2 or 

equivalent examination, age proof, caste certificate and DA certificate) are required to be uploaded 
in specific places during online application. 

➢ সমস্ত সোন্সিডন্সিক কির স্ক্যো  অ ুন্সলন্সপ (প্রোেডীর ছন্স  ও স্বোক্ষর, ১০+২  ো সমমোক র পরীক্ষোর মো ডন্সিি,  য়কসর প্রমোর্পত্র,  োস্ট 
সোন্সিডন্সিক ি এ ং ন্স কিষভোক  সক্ষম সোন্সিডন্সিক ি) অ লোইক  আক দ্ক র সময় ন্স ন্সদ্ডষ্ট জোয়গ্োয় আপকলোর্  রকত িক । 
 

➢ To avail of Caste/Class related reservation (SC/ST/OBC-A/OBC-B), the applicant has to upload the 
caste certificate issued in favour of the candidate from the appropriate authority of Government of 
West Bengal. The candidate may also be considered in the reserved category on uploading the 
acknowledgement slip of application by the candidate to the appropriate authority for issuance of 
caste certificate. If none of these two documents are uploaded, then the candidate will not be 
eligible for reservation under caste/class and will be considered in unreserved category. 

➢ প্রোেডীক  পন্সিম ঙ্গ সর োকরর উপেুক্ত  তৃডপকক্ষর দ্বোরো প্রদ্ত্ত ন্স জস্ব সংরক্ষর্ িংসোপত্র আপকলোর্  রকত িক , এসন্সস / এসন্সি 
/ ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স  ন্স ভোকগ্ সংরক্ষকর্র সুন্স ধ্ো পোওয়োর জ য। পন্সিম ঙ্গ সর োকরর উপেুক্ত  তৃডপকক্ষর  োকছ সংরক্ষর্ 
িংসোপকত্রর জ য আক দ্   রোর স্বী ৃন্সতপত্র আপকলোর্  রকল, প্রোেডী এসন্সস / এসন্সি / ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স  ন্স ভোকগ্ 
সংরক্ষকর্র সুন্স ধ্ো যপকত পোকর। এই দু্ন্সির এ ন্সিও  ো আপকলোর্  রকল, প্রোেডী এসন্সস / এসন্সি / ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স  
ন্স ভোকগ্ সংরক্ষকর্র সুন্স ধ্ো পোক   ো এ ং প্রোেডীর আক দ্  অসংরন্সক্ষত ন্স ভোকগ্ গ্রি   রো িক । 
 

➢ A single Application Form will be generated for individual applicant indicating ‘UNIQUE 
APPLICATION ID’ and all other information of the applicant. 

➢ প্রন্সত আক দ্  োরীর জ য এ ন্সিমোত্র আক দ্  পত্র ততন্সর িক , যেিোক  তোর ‘UNIQUE APPLICATION ID’ ও তোর সমস্ত 
তকেযর ন্স  রর্ েো ক । 
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➢ After completion of Application process and Verification of Application, a valid list of Applicants will 

be published. 
➢ আক দ্  প্রন্সিয়ো এ ং আক দ্ পত্র েোিোই যিকষ আক দ্  োরীকদ্র এ ন্সি ত ধ্ তোন্সল ো প্র োি  রো িক । 

 
➢ The admission to different courses will be strictly on the basis of merit as estimated by Merit Index 

for the course applied. 
➢ ন্স ন্সভন্ন ন্স ষকয় ভন্সতডর জ য যমধ্োর ন্সভন্সত্তকত ন্স ধ্ডোন্সরত Merit Index য ই সংন্সিষ্ট ন্স ষকয়র িূড়োন্ত ন্সিসোক  ন্স ক ি ো  রো িক । 

 
➢ A General Merit List for each course will be prepared considering all the valid Applicants 

(irrespective of reservation category) for that course. 
➢ প্রন্সতন্সি য োকসডর জ য ত ধ্ আক দ্  োরীকদ্র (সংরন্সক্ষত ন্স ভোগ্ ন্স ন্স ডকিকষ) ন্স কয় যসই য োসডন্সির জ য এ ন্সি সোধ্োরর্ যমধ্ো 

তোন্সল ো প্রস্তুত  রো িক । 
 

➢ Separate merit list for each course for different reserved categories (SC/ST/OBC-A/OBC-B) will be 
prepared considering Applicants with reservation in that category only. 

➢ প্রন্সতন্সি য োকসড সংরন্সক্ষত ন্স ভোকগ্র (এসন্সস / এসন্সি / ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স ) আক দ্  োরীকদ্র ন্স কয় প্রন্সতন্সি সংরন্সক্ষত 
ন্স ভোকগ্র জ য আলোদ্ো আলোদ্ো যমধ্ো তোন্সল ো প্রস্তুত  রো িক । 
 

➢ Merit list will be prepared strictly on the basis of Merit Index of the particular course in the 
descending order of Merit Index 

➢ য  লমোত্র Merit Index এর অধ্ঃিকমর ন্সভন্সত্তকত প্রন্সতন্সি ন্স ষকয়র জ য আলোদ্ো যমধ্ো তোন্সল ো প্র োন্সিত িক । 

➢ If more than one candidate has the same merit index, then the candidates would be placed in the 
merit list in descending order of marks obtained in the concerned subject(s). 

➢ েন্সদ্ দু্ই  ো তকতোন্সধ্  আক দ্  োরীর Merit Index সমো  িয়, তোিকল যমধ্ো তোন্সল োয় তোকদ্র ওই ন্স ন্সদ্ডষ্ট ন্স ষকয়  ো 
ন্স ষয়গুন্সলকত প্রোপ্ত  ম্বকরর অধ্ঃিমো ুসোকর সোজোক ো িক । 
 

➢ If more than one candidate has the same merit index & same marks in the subject, then candidates 
would be placed in the merit list in descending order of age (older first). 

➢ েন্সদ্ দু্ই  ো তকতোন্সধ্  আক দ্  োরীর Merit Index এ ং ওই ন্স ন্সদ্ডষ্ট ন্স ষকয় প্রোপ্ত  ম্বর দু্ই সমো  িয়, তোিকল যমধ্ো তোন্সল ো 
তোকদ্র  কয়কসর অধ্ঃিমো ুসোকর সোজোক ো িক । (অন্সধ্   য়স অগ্রোন্সধ্ োর পোক ) 
 

➢ 6%, 4% and 2% of the Merit Index will be deducted in case of the candidates passing in 2018, 2019 
and 2020 respectively. 

➢ ২০১৮, ২০১৯ ও ২০২০ সোকল উত্তীর্ড প্রোেডীকদ্র Merit Index-এর ৬%, ৪% ও ২%  ম্বর েেোিকম  োদ্ েোক ।  
 

➢ For Reserved Category Seats (SC/ST/OBC-A/OBC-B), only the applicants with Caste Certificate from 
the appropriate authority of Government of West Bengal will be eligible (746-L Dated: 30.04.2013 & 
Higher Education Department Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-89/13.- dated. 2nd January, 2014). 

➢ সংরন্সক্ষত (এসন্সস / এসন্সি / ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স ) আসক  ভন্সতডর জ য শুধু্মোত্র পন্সিম ঙ্গ সর োকরর ন্স ন্সদ্ডষ্ট দ্প্তর প্রদ্ত্ত 
“সংরক্ষর্ িংসোপত্র” ত ধ্ ন্সিসোক  ন্স ক ন্সিত িক । (746-L Dated: 30.04.2013 & Higher Education Department 
Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-89/13.- dated. 2nd January, 2014) 
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➢ Applicants with Caste Certificate from Other States will not be treated in Reserved Category. 
➢ যেস  আক দ্  োরী অ য রোজয যেক  প্রোপ্ত “সংরক্ষর্ িংসোপত্র” জমো যদ্ক , তোরো এই ভন্সতড প্রন্সিয়োয় সংরন্সক্ষত আসক  ভন্সতডর 

জ য যেোগ্য ন্স ক ন্সিত িক   ো। 
 

➢ For admission to a course in Reserved Category (SC/ST), the candidate has to secure minimum 75% 
of Merit Index of the Last Candidate admitted in unreserved category of that course. (Higher 
Education Department Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-89/13.- dated. 2nd January, 2014) 

➢ SC/ ST- এর সংরন্সক্ষত ন্স ভোকগ্ ভন্সতডর জ য, প্রোেডীক  ঐ ন্স ষকয় ভন্সতড িওয়ো অসংরন্সক্ষত আসক র যিষ প্রোেডীর Merit Index-
এর ৭৫%  ো তোর য ন্সি যপকত িক । (Higher Education Department Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-89/13. 
dated 2nd January, 2014) 
 

➢ For admission to a course in Reserved Category (OBC-A/OBC-B), the candidate has to secure 
minimum 90% of Merit Index of the Last Candidate admitted in unreserved category of that course. 
(Higher Education Department Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-89/13.- dated. 2nd January, 2014) 

➢ OBC-A/ OBC-B-এর সংরন্সক্ষত ন্স ভোকগ্ ভন্সতডর জ য, প্রোেডীক  ঐ ন্স ষকয় ভন্সতড িওয়ো অসংরন্সক্ষত আসক র যিষ প্রোেডীর Merit 
Index-এর ৯০%  ো তোর য ন্সি যপকত িক । (Higher Education Department Notification No. 07-Edn (U)/1U-
89/13.- dated. 2nd January, 2014) 
 

➢ Applicants with Disability must have minimum 40% Disability to claim Reservation under DA 
category. 

➢ ন্স কিষভোক  সক্ষম ন্স ভোকগ্র (DA) সংরন্সক্ষত আসক  ভন্সতডর জ য প্রোেডীর  ূয তম ৪০% অক্ষমতো েো কত িক । 
 

➢ If an Applicant with reservation (SC/ST/OBC-A/OBC-B) gets chance in both RESERVED CATEGORY 
and UNRESERVED CATEGORY, then they will be given the choice whether to avail reservation or not. 

➢ য োক ো সংরন্সক্ষত (এসন্সস / এসন্সি / ওন্স ন্সস-এ / ওন্স ন্সস-ন্স ) ন্স ভোকগ্র আক দ্  োরী েন্সদ্ সংরন্সক্ষত ও অসংরন্সক্ষত উভয় 
আসক  সুকেোগ্ পোয়, তক  যসই প্রোেডী ন্স কজর পছকের ন্স ভোকগ্ (সংরন্সক্ষত  ো অসংরন্সক্ষত) ভন্সতডর সুকেোগ্ পোক । 
 

➢ If any Candidate does not participate in the Online Counselling of a particular course, then his/her 
application will be cancelled for that course only. Request for counselling afterwards will not be 
entertained in any case. 

➢ েন্সদ্ য োক ো প্রোেডী অ লোই   োউকিন্সলং-এ অ ুপন্সিত েোক , তক  তোর আক দ্   োন্সতল  রো িক । পকর  োউকিন্সলংকয়র জ য 
য োক ো অ ুকরোধ্ য োক ো অ িোকতই যমক  য ওয়ো িক   ো। 
 
 

➢ If a candidate intends to cancel his/her admission in the college at any stage, he/she will have to 
apply online to the Principal in the prescribed format as given in the admission portal of the college 
website. On acceptance of the application by the college authority, the candidate will be notified 
through e-mail about the cancellation. Refund of Admission Fees will be made as per existing norms 
of Higher Education Department, Govt. of West Bengal and UGC regulations, to the candidates under 
such cases through Account Payee Cheque only after completion of the admission process for the 
year. 
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➢ য োক ো প্রোেডী েন্সদ্ য োক ো পেডোকয়  কলকজ তোর ভন্সতড  োন্সতল  রকত িো , তোিকল তোক  প্রক ন্সি ো যপোিডোকলর উন্সিন্সিত ন্স ন্সদ্ষ্টড 
িরমোকি অধ্যকক্ষর  োকছ অ লোইক  আক দ্   রকত িক ।  কলজ  তৃডপক্ষ  তৃড  আক দ্  মঞু্জকরর পর আক দ্  োরীক  ভন্সতড 
 োন্সতকলর ন্স ষয়ন্সি ই-যমকলর মোধ্যকম জো োক ো িক । উচ্চন্সিক্ষো দ্প্তর, পন্সিম ঙ্গ সর োর  তৃড  ন্স কদ্ডন্সিত মো দ্ণ্ড এ ং 
ইউন্সজন্সসর ন্স ন্সধ্ন্স ধ্ো  অ ুসোকর ভন্সতড ন্সি যিরত যদ্ওয়ো িক  । একক্ষকত্র উক্ত  ছকরর সমস্ত ভন্সতড প্রন্সিয়ো যিষ িওয়োর পকর 
য  লমোত্র অযো োউন্ট যপ যিক র মোধ্যকম ভন্সতড ন্সি যিরত যদ্ওয়ো িক । 
 

➢ All admissions offered are provisional and is liable to be cancelled if any false/incorrect/vague 
declaration/documentation is detected on the part of applicants at any stage during 
application/verification. The decision of the college authority will be final in such cases. 

➢ ভন্সতডর সমস্ত সুকেোগ্ সোমন্সয় , আক দ্  েোিোই এর সময় য োক ো পেডোকয় আক দ্  োরীকদ্র পক্ষ যেক  য োক ো ন্সমেযো / ভুল / 
অস্পষ্ট য োষর্োেুক্ত  ন্সেপত্র স োক্ত  রো িকল যসই ভন্সতড  োন্সতল  রো িক । একক্ষকত্র  কলজ  তৃডপকক্ষর ন্সসদ্ধোন্তক  িূড়োন্ত ন্সিসোক  
গ্র্য  রো িক । 
 

➢ Physical Verification of documents will be done immediately after commencement of classes in due 
course with proper notification by the College authority. 

➢  কলজ  তৃডপক্ষ  তৃড  ন্স ন্সদ্ষ্টড ন্স জ্ঞন্সপ্ত ন্সদ্কয় ক্লোস শুরু িওয়োর পর েত দ্রুত সম্ভ  প্রোেডীক  সিরীকর উপন্সিত যেক   ন্সের 
সতযতো েোিোই  রোকত িক ।  
 

➢ A candidate has to submit his/her Original School/College Leaving Certificate (whichever is 
applicable) immediately after commencement of classes in due course with proper notification by the 
College authority. In no case will the original School Leaving Certificate be handed over to the 
candidate. 

➢  কলজ  তৃডপক্ষ  তৃড  ন্স ন্সদ্ষ্টড ন্স জ্ঞন্সপ্ত ন্সদ্কয় ক্লোস শুরু িওয়োর পর েত দ্রুত সম্ভ  তোকদ্র সু্ক্ল/ কলজ (কেন্সি প্রকেোজয) তযোকগ্র 
িংসোপত্র জমো ন্সদ্কত িক । য োক ো যক্ষকত্রই সু্ক্ল তযোকগ্র আসল িংসোপত্র প্রোেডীর িোকত িস্তোন্তর  রো িক   ো। 
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Fee Structure 

Sl. 

No. 
PARTICULARS 

Amount in Indian Rupees (Rs.) 

B.Sc. 

(Honours) 

B.Sc. 

(Program) 

B.Com. 

(Honours) 

B.Com. 

(Program) 

B.A. 

(Honours) 

B.A. 

(Program) 

1. 
TUITION FEES  
(FOR SIX MONTHS) 660.00 510.00 510.00 360.00 450.00 300.00 

2. 
ADMISSION FEES 
(ONE TIME) 

110.00 85.00 85.00 60.00 75.00 50.00 

3. 
SESSIONAL CHARGES 
(PER SEMESTER) 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 

4. 
EXAMINATION 

CHARGES 
(PER SEMESTER) 

2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 

5. 
LABORATORY 

DEPOSIT(ONE TIME) 
25.00 15.00 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 

6. 
LIBRARY DEPOSIT(ONE 

TIME) 
5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 

7. 
INTERNET FEES 
(PER SEMESTER) 

38.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 

TOTAL (RS.) 1140 955 940 765 870 695 
N.B.: At the time of admission a student has to deposit tuition fees for the first six months. 

 
**University fees will be collected by the Kazi Nazrul University in due time. 
 
 

Provisional List of Holidays & Vacations 
October 2021 to December 2021 

Month Date Days Occasion No. of Holidays 
(Excluding Sunday) 

October and 
November 

02 Oct Saturday Gandhi jayanti 01 

06 Oct Wednesday Mahalaya/Akherichahar 
Sumba 

01 

07 Oct 
to 

   13 Nov 

Thursday 
to 

Saturday 
PUJA VACATION 33 

15 Nov Monday Birsamunda’s Birthday 01 
17 Nov Wednesday Fateha-Yaj-Daham 01 
18 Nov Thursday Rash Jatra 01 
19 Nov Friday Guru Nanak’s Jayanti 01 

December 24 Dec 
to 

31 Dec 

Friday 
to  

Friday 
WINTER RECESS 07 
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Campus at a glance 

Library 
The College Library serves as a repository of knowledge and plays a significant role in the 
academic excellence of the institution. The central library of Durgapur Government College 
was started with about 575 books in 1971. Presently, it has a rich collection of 80,000 printed 
books on various disciplines, CD/DVDs, journals, encyclopaedia, developmental reports 
and audio-visual equipment. The Library Building is located adjacent to the Administrative 
Building which is the centre of the college campus. It occupies about 517 sq. metre and also 
provides reading room facility. The library is also used as a space for open-house 
discussions. The central library is provided with proper ventilation, lighting & fans/AC 
and CCTV Surveillance. Every department has its own departmental library for easy and 
quick access to course-wise specialized documents. 
 

Laboratory and Central Instrumentation Facility 
The institution offers UG and PG courses in eight science subjects. The Departments of 
Botany, Chemistry, Conservation Biology, Geology, Physics and Zoology have well-
equipped practical laboratories to cater to the experiential learning experiences of students. 
The DST-FIST sponsored Central Instrumentation facility has also been developed to 
provide advanced equipment facility.   
 

Computer Facility 
The institution aims to provide ample opportunities of computational skill development to 
students and faculty members. A central computer laboratory with power backup is 
available in the main academic building for students. Practical classes of the Department of 
Commerce and Mathematics are conducted in the laboratory. Departments of Chemistry 
and Physics have separate computer laboratories for students. The central library also 
provides computer access to students. Faculty members can access computer and internet 
facilities in the departments, Teachers' room, Central library and Office of the Principal. The 
institution also provides smart classroom facilities with overhead projectors, retractable 
screens and internet connection either through Wi-Fi or through LAN. LCD Projectors and 
laptop computers are available in the departments. 
 

NSS 
The NSS wing of the institution has been very active since its inception in 1972 and has a 
very glorious past. NSS has two units with a volunteer base of around hundred students in 
each unit belonging to Humanities, Science and Commerce streams respectively. Unit 1 was 
opened in 1972 and Unit 2 was opened in the year 2008. The NSS units adopt villages to 
ensure the overall development of the neighbouring areas. NSS volunteers work sincerely 
to ensure a clean and plastic free college campus. Cleaning and education awareness 
programme are carried throughout the year. Different activities include campus cleaning, 
afforestation programs, health awareness program like AIDS awareness, Pulse Polio and 
Immunization Works, Literacy Programs, Blood Donation and Blood Group Checking 
Camps and many such important activities. During the academic session 2020-21, about 20 
volunteers participated in the celebration of the NSS Day following the strict protocols of 
COVID-19 issued by the Government. On this day, about 500 masks and hand sanitizing 
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lifebuoy soap was distributed in and around Durgapur Government College campus. A 
small cleaning program of the office area of the campus was also done on the same day. 
NSS students also acted as volunteers for smooth conduction of Examinations in different 
schools of Durgapur for National Talent Search Examination 2021.  
 

NCC 
Durgapur Government College houses an active NCC Unit. Cadets of the college NCC unit 
take part in different camps organized by NCC authority a) Combined Annual Training 
Camp (CATC) b) Annual training Camp (ATC) c) Republic Day Camp (RDC) d) Thal Sainik 
Camp (TSC) e) National Integration Camp (NIC) f) Army Attachment Camp (AAC) g) 
Trekking camp h) Rock Climbing Camp (RCC) i) All India GV Mavlankar Shooting 
Championship j) Youth Exchange Programme (YEP). In these camps, rigorous physical 
training is imparted to the cadets with a view to increase their physical endurance. During 
Military training, cadets acquire first-hand knowledge about the use of various devices 
used by the Army. They are also trained in self-defence, map reading, first aid and 
shooting. Cultural programs are held during training periods for improving the cultural 
and social outlook of the cadets. They also have to participate in various social activities to 
get the feeling of belonging to the society. Apart from these, cadets also join the adventure 
activities such as Mountaineering, Rock Climbing; Ice skating, Trekking etc. NCC team 
regularly participates in the formal Sub Division level Guard of Honour on 26th January 
and 15th August to commemorate the Republic Day and Independence Day of India and 
almost every year perform outstandingly. NCC cadets also participate in the march-past 
during the college sports. NCC Cadets celebrate "National Yoga Day" in the college 
campus. Our NCC students have joined the army, RPF, CRPF, CISF, BSF, SSB, air force, 
West Bengal Police Service. During the 2020-2021 academic session, the NCC unit 
performed a wide range of activities namely, Tree Plantation Program, Independence Day 
Celebration, Online Awareness Campaign on Fit India, Traffic Control Duty during Durga 
Puja, Blood Donation Camp, NCC Rising Day Celebration, Statue and College Campus 
Cleaning Program, Covid-19 Awareness Cycle Rally, Rock Climbing Camp, Republic Day 
Celebration and parade, Black Day Observation, Paying tribute to Sahid Rajesh Orang, 
Celebration of International Yoga Day, Cycle Rally on Yoga Day and One Day State Level 
Online Training Program & Webinar on Yoga. 
 
 

ICC 
The College has an Internal Complaints Committee (ICC), constituted with a view to 
provide protection against discrimination and sexual harassment of women employees and 
girl students and for the prevention, prohibition and redressal of complaints of sexual 
harassment in all forms and at all levels of the Institution. This cell had been functioning 
since 2006 was reformed and the ICC was constituted in 2018 as per the Government 
guidelines. The ICC publicly notifies the provisions against sexual harassment and ensures 
their wider dissemination across the campus. It looks into individual complaints and 
conducts independent inquiry based on evidences and investigation and makes appropriate 
recommendations. The ICC also organizes seminars/workshops/campaigns/interactive 
sessions on relevant issues throughout the academic session besides sensitizing the students 
about their rights, entitlements and responsibilities enshrined in the ‟Sexual Harassment of 
Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013”. The ICC publicly 
commits itself to adopt a zero-tolerance policy towards sexual harassment and strives to 
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create a campus free from discrimination and sexual harassment. The Internal Complaints 
Committee (ICC) recently organized a national level webinar on "Understanding Gender" on 
June 27, 2021.   
 

IQAC 
The Internal Quality Assurance Cell, established on July 02, 2007, following the first cycle of 
assessment and accreditation of Durgapur Government College by the NAAC Peer Team in 
2007, bridges the academic and administrative wings of the College, framing and 
implementing policies to ensure steady and sure steps to stay in sync with the demands of a 
fast-changing world in which the stakeholders move and work. With a focus on inclusive 
education and encouragement of innovative teaching methods especially in a digital age, 
the IQAC is on its toes round the year to offer the best available infrastructure to its 
stakeholders. The maintaining and sustaining of excellence being the priority of the IQAC, 
it works in formal and informal ways to create a work-atmosphere beneficial for all. 
 

Career Counselling and Placement Cell 
The career counselling and Placement Cell organizes different career counselling sessions 
and webinars pertinent to provide career guidance and enhance the IT skills and 
technological competency of students. Students who seek career advising, internship, job 
search or resume questions can schedule an appointment by sending emails to the cell at 
careercounsellingdgc@gmail.com. In the previous academic session, the Career Counselling 
and Placement Cell had organized two webinars on Career Prospects for Physics and 
Philosophy graduates as a part of Department Specific Webinar Series and also another 
webinar to enhance the computer skills of students.  
 

Anti-Ragging Committee and Anti-Ragging Squad 
The Anti-ragging committee along with Anti-Ragging Squad has been formed strictly 
following the UGC regulations to ensure zero tolerance to ragging in the college campus. 
The Committee and Squad work sincerely to provide a ragging free atmosphere in the 
college campus. 
 

Students' Union 
Student Union is a body of regular students of this College which holds periodic 
conversations with the college authority on behalf of the students and ensures a democratic 
and student friendly academic atmosphere in the institution. Students’ union was highly 
appreciated by the NAAC peer team members in September 2017 for maintaining a 
disciplined atmosphere in the college. Student Union actively participates in the observance 
of important days such as “Swami Vivekananda’s birthday”, “Republic Day”, “Rabindra 
Jayanti”, “Nazrul Jayanti”, “Independence Day” etc. in the college campus. “Basanta 
Utsab” is celebrated in the college by Students’ union to cultivate a sense of respect for 
Indian culture and tradition. The college inaugurated its Golden Jubilee Celebration on 
22nd January 2019. On that occasion, the students’ union organized a rally in Durgapur 
comprising of all students, faculty members, staff and head of the institution of the college 
to celebrate this occasion. The 50 year old history and achievements of the college was 
highlighted through posters, banners and songs in this rally by the students, faculty 
members and staff. Participation of students in the students’ union helps in the 
development of their organizational skills. Every year, students’ union organizes annual 
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college exhibitions in the college campus, which also involves an interdepartmental 
competition and thereafter prize distribution through proper judgement by invited eminent 
persons of the locality. During lockdown period, the Students' Union along with the NSS 
unit arranged the community kitchen from 1st June to 15th June and supplied cooked and 
hygiene food to the local poor people. 
 
 

Sports 
Sports activities of the college deserve special mention. The college campus, spread over 25 
acres, is studded with playgrounds to provide ample opportunities for sports activities. 
Students of the college have shown outstanding performance at the 
university/district/state level tournaments. Separate common room is available for male 
and female students. Indoor games available in common room are Table Tennis, Carrom 
and Chess. The Department of Physical Education provides all possible support and 
encouragement to students for participation in sports and games. Every year students 
participate in annual athletic meet, indoor and outdoor games, inter-collegiate football, 
volleyball, badminton, and cricket. 
 

Cultural Activities 
Different cultural programs are organized in the college throughout the year. “Swami 
Vivekananda Jayanti”, "Rabindra Jayanti", “College Foundation Day”, “Netaji Jayanti”, 
"Nazrul Jayanti", “Republic Day”, “International Mother Language Day”, “International 
Women‟s Day”, “National YogaDay”, "World Environment Day", “Independence Day”, 
Teachers‟ day”, "Basanta Utsav" and several other important days are observed and 
celebrated in the college campus. During the 2020-21 academic session, several cultural 
programs were organized by students, faculty members and college staff throughout the 
year through online mode.  
 

Activities in the Previous Academic Session 
 We prepare students following the two parameters of educational philosophy, namely, 
the continuous improvement and making education as an easily accessible lifetime 
investment. In the academic session 2020-21, several webinars were organized to ensure the 
continuity and comprehensiveness of the outcome-based education in the present 
pandemic situation.  
 Department of Philosophy organized an Online Two-Day Special Lecture for students 
on, “The Concept of Anumana: With Special Reference to the Nyaya and the Buddhist 
model”, on 6th and 7th January 2021. This Special Lecture was organized keeping in mind 
the academic excellence of the students of our department and the said topic was chosen 
from KNU CBCS syllabus. Department of Conservation Biology organized two webinars on 
fauna (https://youtu.be/oDR3rF0PtSs) and flora (https://youtu.be/3EPLg071HfI) where 
eminent biologists had shared their thoughts. 
 Department of History organized and attended a special online lecture, in collaboration 
with the IQAC, Durgapur Government College on 20.03.2021 on Google Meet along with 
other departmental faculty members. The lecture titled ‘Puratattva O Bharate Puratattvik 
Anusandhaner Bikash’ (Archaeology and Development of Archaeological Explorations in 
India) was delivered by Dr. Banani Bhattacharya, Deputy Director, Archaeology and 
Museum Directorate, Government of Haryana and was useful especially for 3rd Semester 
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students who have to study a course on Archaeology and Museum Making in Colonial 
India. Department of History organized, along with other departmental faculty members, 
special online lecture to mark the bicentenary of Pandit Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, on 
26.09.2020 on Google Meet and delivered the Vote of Thanks. The lecture titled ‘Vidyasagar 
O Banglar Mudran Prakashana’ (Vidyasagar and Printing and Publications in Bengal) was 
delivered by Prof. Avijit Gupta, Director, Jadavpur University Press and was useful 
especially for 5th and 6th Semester students who have to study courses on Colonial Impact 
on Indian Society and Women and Social Change in 19th Century India respectively. 
 The Department of Political Science in collaboration with the IQAC organized three 
state level Webinars on "Indian Democracy and Civil Society", "Political thinking in 
ancient Greece: from Sophists to the Stoics" and "The making of a managerial state: a 
treatise to the genealogy of contemporary populism in India"  respectively in June 2021 
involving the enlightening lectures by Professor Harihar Bhattacharya, Department of 
Political Science, The University of Burdwan,  Dr. Arun Kanti Jana, Professor, Department 
of Political Science, University of North Bengal and Dr. Asis Mistry, Department of Political 
Science, University of Calcutta.  
 A one-day state level training program and webinar on "Yoga" was organized by 
Department of Bengali and the NCC Unit on the occasion of International Yoga Day on 
June 21, 2021.  Department of Botany organized webinar on "Emerging Human Viral 
Diseases" on June 24, 2021 while the one-day state level webinar on "Thinking like the 
empiricists philosophers: Locke and Hume" was organized on June 27, 2021 by the 
Department of Philosophy in collaboration with the IQAC. Dr. Gargi Goswami, 
Department of Philosophy, Jadavpur University and Dr. Sushmita Bhowmick, Department 
of Philosophy, Diamond Harbour Women's University delivered their lectures in the 
webinar. The Internal Complaints Committee (ICC) organized one-day National Level 
Webinar on "Understanding Gender" with the highly informative lecture by Dr. 
Sanghamitra Dhar, State Technical Coordinator (Manipur), Gender-Responsive Budgeting 
UN Women. The Department of English organized two webinars on "Manjula 
Padmanabhan’s Play, Lights Out" and "Postmodernism" in June 2021 which respectively 
involved highly informative and interactive lectures by Dr. Vishnupriya Sengupta, 
Researcher, writer, editor & Communications Expert, Director, PwC India and Dr Merin 
Simi Raj, Assistant Professor, Indian Institute of Technology, Madras. The Department of 
English also invited Dr Pinaki De to deliver a special lecture on Graphic Novel. The 
department organized two webinars on Post Colonialism and Natyashastra in September 
2020 and January 2021 where Professor Bill Ashcroft and Dr. Piyal Bhattacharya delivered 
two highly informative and interactive lectures respectively. 
 
 Nowadays, Career Prospect is the most important objective of the outcome-based 
education and to avail appropriate career opportunities, students require guidance in 
choosing the right pathway of progression. Keeping this in view, the Career Counselling 
and Placement Cell has started a department specific webinar series for students. The first 
two webinars in the series were organized on June 29, and June 30, titled as "Higher 
education and career opportunities for Philosophy Graduates" and Higher education and 
career opportunities for Physics Graduates" which involved highly informative and 
interactive lectures for Philosophy and Physics graduates by Professor Maushumi Guha, 
Professor of Philosophy and Joint Coordinator of the Centre for History and Philosophy of 
Science and Technology, Department of Philosophy, Jadavpur University and Dr. Biswajit 
Maiti, Department of Physics, Maulana Azad College. In addition, the webinar on "Basic 
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Computer and Soft Skill Training" was also organized on June 30, 2021 by the Career 
Counselling and Placement Cell in association with the Departments of Philosophy and 
Physics.  
 

Bandhab: An Initiative for Differently-abled Students 
Durgapur Government College is working consistently on the uplift and motivation of 
differently-abled students of this college. The committee, Bandhab, has been formed to 
sensitize other students and staff regarding this issue. The college has, so far, identified four 
such pupils. It has taken up a few measures in order to provide them with physical and 
psychological support. In order to facilitate them, most of their classes are arranged on the 
first floor of the main academic building. Specially designed washrooms have already been 
constructed by the ADDA. Apart from this, the college organizes Special Orientation 
Programs. In previous years we have invited the President a faculty of HOPE (Society for 
Handicapped Orientation Program and Education), an NGO which works on the care and 
motivation of such children. 
 

Know Your Campus 
Durgapur Government College has introduced a Program called ”Know Your Campus” as 
an initiative to make the students of the college aware of the natural resources enriching the 
college campus and preserve them. The campus is about 25 acres with a good assemblage of 
flora and fauna. A committee with faculty members and three students from each 
department are actively involved in the Program to reach the goal of inducting 100% 
members of the college. 
 

Grievance Redressal Cell 
The institution has a Grievance Redressal Cell (“SAMADHAN”) to address the grievances 
of students. The Cell has publicized its guidelines and arranged for a grievance redressal 
box with relevant information provided therein to receive the grievances of students. The 
Cell comprises senior faculty members, both male and female, from different wings of the 
institution, which works to address grievances received if any. 
 

COVID 19 Grievance Redressal Cell 
Keeping in mind the present pandemic situation caused by outbreak of CORONAVIRUS, a 
COVID-19 Grievance Redressal Cell of Durgapur Government College is now functional. 
The prime objective of this cell is to look after the student grievances related to 
examinations and other academic activities of the college during COVID-19 Pandemic. 
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Academic Staff 
WBSES 

(Professor Rank) 

WBES Librarian State Aided 

College 

Teachers 

Total 

Associate 

Professors 

Assistant 

Professors 

01 25 52 01 20 99 

 
 
 

List of Faculty and Other Academic Staff 
 Department Designation Name of the faculty 

Durgapur Government College Principal Dr. Debnath Palit 

Bengali 
[Estd. 1970] 

Associate Professor Smt. Sujata Nandi 

Assistant Professor & Head Smt. Renuka Adhikari 

Assistant Professor Dr. Shreya Ray 

Assistant Professor Smt. Ishani Roy 

Assistant Professor Sri Dhananjoy Das 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Susmita Roy 

Botany 
[Estd. 1984] 

Assistant Professor Dr. Suchandra Sett (Naidu) 
Assistant Professor Smt. Moutushi Sen 
State-Aided College Teacher Sri DibendyuMedda 

Commerce 
[Estd. 1983] 

Associate Professor & Head Sri Debasish Maitra 

Associate Professor Sri Ashis Kr. Mukhopadhyay 

Associate Professor Sri Jayanta Kumar Mitra 

Associate Professor Dr. Sanjoy Kumar Roy 

Assistant Professor Dr. Deep Banerjee 

State-Aided College Teacher Dr. Bijoy Bhattacharya 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Chandan Chatterjee 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Dilip Kumar Banerjee 

State-Aided College Teacher Dr. Goutam Chatterjee 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Partha Sarathi Adhikary 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Rabindranath Kundu 

Chemistry 
[Estd. 1972] 

Associate Professor & Head Dr. Priyabrata Bhattacharjee 

Associate Professor Dr. Snigdha Chandra 

Assistant Professor Sri. Barun Bandyopadhyay 

Associate Professor Dr. Md. Ansar Ali 

Assistant Professor Dr. Tuhin Ghosh 

Assistant Professor Dr. Nivedita Acharjee 

Assistant Professor Smt. Sutapa Mandal 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Snigdha Sen 

Conservation Biology 
[Estd. 2007] 

Assistant Professor & Head Dr. Moitreyee Chakrabarty 

Assistant Professor Smt. Nazma Khatun 

Assistant Professor Dr. Tapajit Bhattacharya 

Assistant Professor Dr. Sandip Majumder 

Assistant Professor Dr. Rajib Biswas 

State-Aided College Teacher Dr. Aloke Kumar Mukherjee 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Sanghamitra Sanyal 
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 Department Designation Name of the faculty 

Economics 
[Estd. 1970] 

Assistant Professor & Head Dr. Anjan Ray Chaudhury 

Associate Professor  Dr. Samapti Saha 

Associate Professor Dr. Avijit Mandal 

Assistant Professor Sri. Nisith Mondal 

English 
[Estd. 1970] 

Associate Professor Dr. Devika Bose 

Associate Professor & Head Smt. Manjari Ghosh 

Associate Professor Dr. Anindita Chatterjee 

Assistant Professor Dr. Nilanjana Chatterjee (Das) 

Assistant Professor Dr. Ramit Das 

Geology 
[Estd. 1972] 

Associate Professor & Head Dr. Prabir Dasgupta 
Associate Professor Sri. Siddhartha Sankar Rej 
Associate Professor Sri. Subrata Ghosh 
Associate Professor  Dr. Supratim Pal 
Associate Professor Dr. Prabal Kumar Chattopadhyay 
Assistant Professor Dr. Pinaki Roy 
Assistant Professor Sri. Bikas Saha 
Assistant Professor Dr. Saradee Sengupta 
Assistant Professor Dr. Dola Chakraborty 
Assistant Professor Smt. Pritha Goswami 
Assistant Professor Dr. Proloy Ganguly 
State-Aided College Teacher Dr. Subhankar Dastidar 

History 
[Estd. 1970] 

Associate Professor Smt. Saswati Chakraborty 

Associate Professor Dr. Nandini Jana 

Associate Professor & Head Dr. Saubhik Bandyopadhyay 

Assistant Professor Smt. Kamalica Mukherjee 

Mathematics 
[Estd. 1972] 

Associate Professor & Head Sri. Amitava Samanta 
Assistant Professor Dr. Pratikshan Mondal 
Assistant Professor Sri. Sibaji Rit 
Assistant Professor Dr. Amiya Biswas 
Assistant Professor Sri. Soumendu Nandy 

Philosophy 
[Estd. 1970] 

Assistant Professor & Head Dr. Bhumika Kanjilal 
Assistant Professor Dr. Shalmoli Palit 
Assistant Professor Sri. Sujoy Gayen 
Assistant Professor Smt. Atashi Rajak 
Assistant Professor Smt. Sumana Chanda 

Physical Education 

[Estd. 1972] 
State-Aided College Teacher Sri Basudev De 

Physics 
[Estd. 1972] 

Assistant Professor & Head Dr. Somnath Bhattacharya 
Associate Professor Dr. Anisur Rahaman 
Assistant Professor Dr. Swapan Kumar Ghosh  
Assistant Professor Sri. Hrishikesh Mondal 
Assistant Professor Sri. Sudeep Kumar Das  
Assistant Professor Dr. Nupur Bhakta 

Political Science 
[Estd. 1970] 

Assistant Professor & Head Dr. Nabamita Barman 

Assistant Professor Smt. Chitra Roy 

Assistant Professor Smt. Nidhi Mishra 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Manasi Das 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Mithu Niyogi 

State-Aided College Teacher Sri Baidya Nath Kundu 
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 Department Designation Name of the faculty 

Sanskrit 
[Estd. 1970] 

Associate Professor & Head Dr. Debamitra Dey 

Assistant Professor Dr. Sudipta Bhakat 

Assistant Professor Smt. Sudeshna Dey 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Kakoli Ghosh 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Gopa Mukherjee 

Zoology 
[Estd. 1984] 

Associate Professor & Head Dr. Sudipta Das 

Assistant Professor Dr. Roli Shukla Ray 

Assistant Professor Sri. Somnath Dhali 

Assistant Professor Dr. Kuntal Bhattacharya 

Assistant Professor Dr. Saumabha Chatterjee 

Assistant Professor Dr. Sumana Dutta 

Assistant Professor Dr. Sangbrita Saha Chattoraj 

State-Aided College Teacher Dr. Alakananda Majumdar 

State-Aided College Teacher Smt. Runa Das 

Library Librarian Sri. Abu Sayed 
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Academic Assistance Staff 

Category Designation Name 

Group C 
Staff 

Cashier Smt. Mithu Ghosh 

Instrument Keeper Sri Shrabanta Layek 

Laboratory Assistant Sri Baishnab Das Sadhu 

UD Clerk Sri Pranay Kumar Chowdhury 

Laboratory Assistant Smt. Sipra Samanta 

Laboratory Assistant Sri Tapanava Sarkar 

Laboratory Assistant Smt. Papia Mitra 

Laboratory Assistant Smt. Ananya Chakraborty 
(Chatterjee) 

LD Clerk Sri Goutam Karmakar 

Accountant Sri Ujjal Bauri 

Library Assistant Sri Shibendu Banerjee 

Group D 
Staff 

Campus Guard Sri Banshi Badan Majhi 

Campus Guard Sri Budhan Kora 

Laboratory Attendant Sri Joydeb Show 

Laboratory Attendant Sri Pranab Kumar Roy 

Laboratory Bearer Sri Susovan Chattopadhyay 

Laboratory Bearer Sri Amit Kr. Bala 

Laboratory Bearer Sri Sha Alam Mondal 

Orderly Sri Pathik Chandra Saha 

Peon Smt. Sabitri Bauri 

Peon Sri Debdeep Chowdhury 

Specimen Collector Sri Bhupal Thapa 

Sweeper Smt. Savitri Devi 

DEO 
 Sri Debasis Dey 

Sri Swapnendu Roy Chowdhury 

DRW  

Sri Bibhuti Bauri 

Sri Paresh Nath Karmakar 

Sri Raju Dey 

Sri Subhas Chandra Karmakar 
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